Yield Curve Inverts On Strong Employment
Report
The most followed U.S. Treasury yield curve, 2yr vs. the 10yr, is now solidly inverted. The most
recent BLS report, detailed below, points to more robust wage growth and an extremely low
unemployment rate. The combination should keep inflationary pressures elevated. Friday's ISM
report compounded inflationary concerns as the prices paid component rose sharply. As a result,
bond traders are pricing in a more aggressive Fed. On Friday, the 2-year yield rose by .15%, over
.10% more than 10-year yields. Accordingly, the 2yr/10yr yield curve is inverted by 5bps. Shorter
maturity bonds tend to be heavily correlated to Fed Funds, while longer maturity bond investors
focus on longer-term expected growth and inflation rates. Inverted yield curves almost always
result in a recession, but such may not occur for a year or even more.
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What To Watch Today
Economy
10:00 a.m. ET: Factory orders, February (-0.6% expected, 1.4% in January)
10:00 a.m. ET: Durable goods orders, February final (-2.2% expected, -2.2% in prior print)
10:00 a.m. ET: Durable goods orders, excluding transportation, February final (-0.6%
expected, -0.6% in prior print)
10:00 a.m. ET: Non-defense capital goods orders, excluding aircraft, February final (0.3% in prior print)

10:00 a.m. ET: Non-defense capital goods shipments excluding aircraft (0.5% in prior
print)
Earnings
No notable reports scheduled for release

Market Trading Update
Technically, the pullback on Thursday and Friday was healthy as it began to reverse the more
extreme overbought conditions. However, there is more work to do before a better entry point is
available.
If the market can hold support at the 200-dma, or even the 50-dma just below, then the market
could make another rally attempt later this month. If not, then the rally was reflexive, short-covering,
and will retest lows.
Importantly, volume remains weak and with buybacks in blackout for the next couple of weeks. In
the short-term limited upside is likely.

Top 10 Buys & Sells
Click on RIAPro+ today to add TPA Research to your subscription for just $20/month.

The Week Ahead
The start of the new quarter will be relatively quiet from an economic perspective. However, we
suspect there will be plenty of Fed members speaking. While we think investors are now
comfortable with a 50bps rate hike, we are unsure how they will react to QT starting as early as the
May 4th FOMC meeting. Keep an eye on the Fed speeches for any guidance on QT and closely
track the market's reaction to such comments.
There is little economic data this week. The only data point of note will be ISM-Services. Unlike last
Friday's Manufacturing Survey, analysts expect the services survey to increase. Next week the
BLS will release CPI, and corporate earnings will begin to trickle out.

Tapping The SPR
"President Biden will release almost one-third of the United States Strategic Petroleum
Reserve (SPR), in an effort to curb rising oil and energy prices, which are feeding
inflation throughout the US economy. This is the biggest drawdown from the SPR in
history... and it's not even close.
There have been only a few emergency withdrawals from the SPR since the 1970s,
the biggest of which was closer to 30 million barrels. This latest withdrawal is 180
million barrels of oil, almost one-third of the 570 million barrels available at the last
count." - Chartr

While this may temporarily reduce gas prices at the pump, it presents a bigger supply problem
later. Supply growth is limited, However, cheaper gas prices will increase demand simultaneously
with replenishing the SPR reserve. As the yield curve inverts, this will only apply more pressure
economically as short-term fixes tend to lead to longer-term problems.
There is "no free lunch."

Hot Jobs Market - Cooling Manufacturing Data
The BLS reported that the economy added 431k jobs last month. The number is slightly below
expectations, but a +95k revision to January and February data more than made up for the
shortfall. The unemployment rate fell to 3.6%. The second graph below highlights just how tight the
labor market is. Perhaps more critical to the Fed and monetary policy is the +0.4% monthly
increase in average hourly earnings. The jump from last month's revised +0.1% will generate

inflationary concerns as higher wages tend to result in stickier inflation. Year over year, average
hourly earnings are at a cycle high of +5.6%.

The ISM Manufacturing Survey, a good leading economic indicator, fell slightly from 58.6 to 57.1.
While it is still well entrenched in expansionary territory, it is the lowest reading since September
2020. Like employment, the price indexes within the report will be of interest to the Fed. To that
end, prices paid rose to 87.1 from 75.6. Charlie Bilello notes the following about the various
manufacturer comments within the report: "The comments in the latest ISM Manufacturing Survey
all point to the same thing: supply constraints. Elevated rates of inflation will continue until this

changes..." The second graphic below shows the trend for all subcomponents of the survey are
growing but the rate of change is slowing for the large majority of them.

Morningstar Pans ARK Innovation and Cathie Woods
Morningstar downgraded its rating on the ARK Innovation ETF (ARKK) from neutral to negative.
They note that since 2020, ARKK has been "one of the worst-performing funds." They also warn
that the firm has no risk management personnel. Per Financial News- "Explaining the fund?s
downgrade in a research report, Morningstar analyst Robby Greengold said Wood has ?doubled
down on her perilous approach? in the hopes she can repeat her success two years ago."

Please subscribe to the daily commentaryto receive these updates every morning before the
opening bell.

